
Cycle of consciousness 

1. Beliefs 
(consciousness) 

1-  

We rarely question the bedrock of our belief 
system (consciousness) 

We see the world through the prism of our 
current level of consciousness and accept its 

limitations as self-evident truths 

 

2- Emotions- feelings 

 

Emotions and feelings fuel our fears and 
beliefs in our inadequacies; They often 

appear during childhood. 

We don't just see our inadequacies; We 
viscerally experience them as a "reality". 

These emotions are stored in memory 

 

3- Thoughts (active-reactive) 

 

With the unconscious acceptance of our 
beliefs in our inadequacies, our thoughts are 
constantly reinforcing these limiting beliefs. 

The more we reflect on the limited 
experiences our beliefs have created, the 

more it permeates our subconscious mind. 
Our thoughts crystallize our emotions and 
beliefs, dressing them up with rationality 

 

4- Speaking (the words) 

 
Words give yet another dimension to the expression 

of our beliefs, thoughts and feelings. We can hear 
ourselves telling ourselves that we are not up to the 
task, and so we are signaling our inadequacy to the 

universe. Our words are an affirmation of our 
subconscious mind 

 

5- Behaviors (action) 
Our actions will seem logical and justified because 

they are based on words, feelings, and thoughts that 
only falsely prove that our beliefs are correct. We 

then react with fear, avoiding living, and life has no 
choice but to move away in turn. The cycle becomes 

a habit that is difficult to break and reinforces our 
beliefs about our inadequacies. 

 

6 - Take back power 

 

Plan a new destiny. 

 When I am or become aware that I can 
choose my destiny by introducing a new 
belief, belief in oneself makes everything 

possible in these successive cycles of cause 
and effect 

 

Sowing beliefs and reaping emotions 

Sowing emotions and collecting thoughts 

Sowing thoughts and reaping words 

Sowing words and reaping actions 

Sowing actions and reaping habits 

Sowing habits and reaping behaviour 

 

Point of Convergence 


